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Mars Transiting Capricorn


Oracle Pull 


Significator Card

2. Second Ray of Wisdom


The Second Ray of Wisdom is a consciousness of Wisdom straight from 
the Heart of the Universe. It amplifies the magnetic power of attraction, 
empowering you to pull into your life all that is needed for your life’s work. 
It brings the opportunity to heal, restore, and understand through the 
power of love and the light of ancient wisdom.




Mars is exalted in the sign of Capricorn. The planet of aggression, action, 
and ambition becomes it’s strongest in the hard woking, long-term 
structure of Capricorn. For these next 5-6 weeks, it will feel like there’s an 
energy or new sense of drive to get things done. A new feeling of being 
strong and motivated about applying new wisdom, and wisdom from the 
lessons and this year and previous ones.


The challenge with this ray and the planet Mars being exalted. Is that 
things will feel magnetic an attractive? Learning to discern and say no will 
be key for this transit. Also, being able to trust in future abundance is just 
as important as well. Clarity will come about what needs to be held onto, 
what can be improved, and anything that needs to go.


The Collective will be learning how to live in true abundance and flow. We 
will also gain trust in the Universe having all we want and need in unlimited 
supply.


This card also relates particularly to teachers and education, you are 
encouraged to trust that you have a message to share that is helpful and 
educational for others. In some way, someones soul purpose could likely 
involve helping others to learn through wisdom and love.




Cardinal Signs♈♋♎  ♑ 

36. Reassurance of the Golden Light


There’s Golden Light coming to the Cardinal Signs during Mars’ transition 
through the sign which he’s exalted in(Capricorn). It will be as a gift of 
grace and reassurance. It will be an embrace from the Universe, an 
expression of divine comfort and as a sign of hope. With the Second Ray 
of Wisdom playing out as the Significator and the Reassurance of the 
Golden Light Oracle card appearing as well. There will be signs that 
everything in your life, even the most troubling matters, is going to work 
out perfectly. With any problem, there’s always a solution to overcome the 
problem.


The Golden Light is a very real phenomenon, although you may only 
perceive it when you are particularly relaxed and your clairvoyance is 
already developed. However, whether if you see it physically or not, it is 
real and powerful. If you could see it, it would look similar to the Golden 
Rays of a setting Sun.




Perhaps the Cardinal Signs could be struggling with a particularly difficult 
time in an initiation or a challenging choice lies before you. Or maybe you 
have taken a leap and just need to know that you are doing the right thing 
and somehow, even though you don’t feel in control of what is happening, 
it is going to work out.


With the Second Ray of Wisdom bringing consciousness of love and 
wisdom, and Mars bringing the ambition and drive to achieve in his 
strongest sign. The Golden Light is also being given, freely as a gift, from 
the heart of the Universe. It is letting you know that you are a child of the 
Universe, and that you are deeply loved.


Now is the perfect time to call upon or invoke the Golden Light because 
you know that you are in need of that loving consciousness, and it is 
appropriate that you do this during the time Mars is transiting Capricorn. 
There are and will be times, when you will just feel, sense, see, or know 
that the Golden Light is being given to you as a spiritual gift from the 
Universe. Such is the case, now, as you have been drawn to this Oracle. 
You are being asked to just feel peace and trust. Know that everything is 
working out perfectly and you don’t have to worry even though you don’t 
know why you should possibly feel that way!




Fixed Signs♉♌♏♒ 

17. Family of Light


Fixed Signs will be seeing an increase to not only deepen their connection 
with their physical family, but their Soul Tribe and Family as well. Meeting 
new like minded people and starting a spiritual family.


For the next 5-6 weeks, Fixed Signs could find themselves using the 
feelings and thoughts of being the odd one in the family as motivation to 
become the best versions of themselves to be light for the World.


There could be pain of having an absent father, not being able to live the 
way you wanted because of the comfortable living of others, disease, or 
depression. This transit will bring in ways to expand and attract family and 
people so that the search no longer has to continue.


This transit will also help to gently undo the patterns of attempting to fit in. 
Trust that you are exactly as you were meant to be. When you do, your 



magnetism boosted by the Second Ray of Wisdom theme, will draw love 
and friendship from those who vibrate at a similar level of consciousness 
to you. It’s time to leave past hurts and rejections behind. You no longer 
need them to grow. Love will become the driving force and not pain. 
People whether far or close, will appear and spark a new sense or feeling 
of love and purpose.


Mutable Signs♊ ♍ ♐ ♓ 

12. Eternal Now


Mutable signs could have as of late, been pondering in the nostalgia of 
past pain and events. Or thinking about the future in hopes to forget the 
past pain they have endured. One of most freeing things we can do is 



letting go of things we cannot control and past events that have 
happened. We cannot go back nor change what we have done and what 
has happened up until this very present moment. Just because you can 
keep going doesn’t mean you should. Burnt out energy isn’t effective as 
being rested. 


Being present in the moment allows the Law of Attraction to work more 
easily, rather than being in the past or future. Trust that the past is over 
and the future shall be truly wonderful. So that you can more easily 
energize your dreams, visions, and heart felt desires. Believe and have 
faith that you are deserving of all that is good. To accept the gift, in 
whatever form it takes, you will need to be present and have enough 
stillness of mind to recognize it. The gift will be perfect and the way it 
comes to you will be perfect as well. 


The gift could be a piece of guidance, an inner knowing that changes your 
outlook permanently. It also might help you truly know in your heart that 
your divine destiny is already unfolding and your spiritual success is 
inevitable. It is not a question of IF, only a matter of WHEN. Your gift could 
be an amazing opportunity that comes out the blue. It might be a life 
changing teaching, a deeply healing dream or an actual object. Spirit is 
unlimited in its willingness and ability to give to you. You need only be 
open to receive. And you do so by bringing yourself back to the present 
moment. 


Stillness of mind and inner peace are only possible when you are present 
in the eternal now. This is where you will find what you are seeking. 


If you have been worrying about the past or the future, this oracle comes 
with guidance to let it be. All is working out just as it is meant to-even the 
things you don’t quite understand or find hard to accept. Just let things be 
and breathe. 


